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So Many Men So Many MindsCruise, 112.10cm x 162.20cm, Acrylic conte and silcone, 2008

Untitled, 45.5 x 53 cm, mixed media on canvas, 2009

Festival of the city, 227.3x181.8cm, technical mixture, 2010

Festival of the city, 92x73cm, technical mixture,2010

JAZZ, 72.5x90.5cm, technical mixture, 2011

Concert, 116.8x91.0cm, technical mixture, 2011

Festival of the city, 162.2x97cm, technical mixture,2011

Festival of the city 162.2x130.3 oil on canvas 2012

Dance 89x116 acrylic on Canvas, mixed media 2012

Concert, 162x130cm, Mixed Media on Canvas, 2013

Concert 116.8x91cm oil on canvas 2014

HeungwooShin a series of events that are material, human and
human, the city's festivals, music concerts, dance, fun and rhyme,
and harmony to reveal things. The humans in small HeungwooShin
dancing, playing music, and flew on the city. As such HeungwooShin
work has been heard of humanity, harmony and music. Entangling the
rhythmic light canvas. The author's real-life events that occur in
the human individual is seen as creating a colorful variations.
HeungwooShin the silicon material is used. Flat silicone on canvas
painted human figure in the human annotation task is more lively and
shows a three-dimensional solid background in contrast to the pattern
drawn on the human to feel the feeling of life. HeungwooShin works
are tired of everyday modern people living in prehistoric life with
the healing of the song and the song of the appeal.

Concert 116.8x91cm oil on canvas 2014

My picture's topic is always "Anyone". then, everyone in the
world is my motive. sometimes it can be wrinkled traveler's face in
market's entranve, children laughing to my unfrequented workroom,
gift shop owner in Effel tower's fat figure, ridiculous movie
character like Charlie Chaplin, or my daughter playing violin. These
all sorts of people's figure is no matter past or present, is moving
sometimes fast, sometimes slow like amusement park's train.

It remembers, unpleasant sick memory, the people who gives a or
fond memory, it sees or from the magazine or it is a beholder from in
a dream anyone it goes without question certainly, anyone dividing it
draws in as work which rises without to the head.
It does like this and under being born the aftershock thousands
person forms connection of the time when it is born respectively and
memory the disregard which it will listen to be any or are mixed with
as it encounters and still becomes one picture inside member.
Numerous

but

differently

looking

appearance

of

people

stimulates my lazy passion. my working place is always filled with
many people who don't know each other. It is like our fate that we
can never know. I dream the world to live together in different
shapes, without discrimiation, and in respecting each others.

-Heung woo, Shin-

